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World Climate Summit is closely following the guidelines of WHO and local health authorities to ensure that all required protocols are observed in our work to guarantee the safety of our community and to conduct any of our services live, digital or in a hybrid format of these.

The premier meeting place for government, business, finance, and civil society alongside the COP26 negotiations

In 2021, World Climate Summit - The Investment COP will focus on stepping up of climate ambition and achieving the net-zero emissions economy - framed in the context of the Paris Agreement and kickstarting the global economy post-COVID-19 with a green climate agenda before 2030. The Summit will build on global climate commitments, strengthen public-private partnerships, and facilitate solutions-driven discussions.

World Climate Summit

Founded in 2010, World Climate Summit is a purpose-driven networking and matchmaking forum framing the future of the change to net-zero emissions economy across energy, industry, transport, cities and natural resource management, providing ‘bottom-up’ solutions through unparalleled public and private collaboration.

The Investment COP

The Investment COP takes place on the second day, and serves as a platform for discussions and matchmaking on financing the Paris Agreement. It connects project developers, asset managers, financiers, technology providers, and regulators to stimulate the flow of projects and investments. It will serve as one of the key platforms for presenting new climate commitments and actions.

Live & Digital

The impact of World Climate Summit 2021 is amplified by a powerful digital platform that allows for online development of thought leadership clusters prior to the event, a hybrid live and digital event, and partnerships with a number of global digital media.

World Climate Summit will include:

- Dynamic and constructive panel sessions
- Solutions-oriented, interactive workshops
- Side events engaging in key customer and influencer groups; pitch presentations for new innovations and technologies
- Additional networking and matchmaking opportunities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drivers:</th>
<th>Themes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainable Leadership / Cross-Sectoral Partnerships</td>
<td>Policy / Innovation / Investments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Focus Areas

- Clean Energy Transition
- Net-Zero Transportation
- Sustainable Production
- Smart and Sustainable Buildings
- Food and Natural Resource Management
- Realizing the Circular Economy
- Carbon Markets
- Natural Capital

www.worldclimatesummit.org / twitter : @wclimate / facebook.com/wclimate / www.worldclimatefoundation.org
Outcomes
Strategically positioned as the leading forum for business and investment-driven solutions in parallel to the COP negotiations. World Climate Summit - The Investment COP’s agenda and participants are ideally placed to inform and influence the policy institutions and the economic markets on current and available new solutions, what cross-sector partnerships are needed, and how to design the net-zero economy.

Who will attend
When all actors are at the table, the greatest impact can be achieved. World Climate Summit - The Investment COP will attract a selected mix of high-level representatives from the public and private sectors including businesses, financiers, governments, policymakers, innovators, academia, and environmental influencers.

7500+ DELEGATES. More than 800+ LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL SPEAKERS. Supported by 200+ PARTNERS. With an ONLINE COMMUNITY OF 20,000+.
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